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A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR IMPROVED QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN A

PRODUCT LOGISTIC CHAIN

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

Reference is made to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No.

60/746,646, filed May 7, 2006 and bntitled "Efficiency and Quality in a Logistic Chain

System and Manufacturing Processes," and to U.S. Provisional Patent Application

Serial No. 60/804,072, filed June 6, 2006 and entitled "Presenting Barcoded

Information on Time Temperature Indicators," the disclosures of which are hereby

incorporated by reference and priority of which are hereby claimed pursuant to 37 CFR

1.78(a) (4) and (5)(i).

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to quality management systems and

methodologies and to indicators useful in such systems and methodologies.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The following U.S. Patents relate generally to the subject matter of the

present application: 6,758,397; 6,009,400 and RE 39,226.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention seeks to provide improved quality management

systems and methodologies as well as indicators useful in such systems and

methodologies.

There is thus provided in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention a quality management system for (products including a multiplicity of

product unit specific indicators, each operative to provide a machine-readable indication

of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one product quality determining

parameter, an indicator reader operative to read the product unit specific indicators and

to provide output indications and a product type specific indication interpreter operative

to receive the output indications arid to provide human sensible, product unit specific,

product quality status outputs.

Preferably, the indicator reader is a bar code reader. Additionally or

alternatively, the machine-readable indications are in the form of bar codes.

Additionally, the bar codes are one-dimensional bar codes. Alternatively, the bar codes

are two-dimensional bar codes.

Preferably, the at least one threshold includes at least a temperature

threshold and an elapsed time threshold. Additionally or alternatively, the at least one

threshold includes at least a pH threshold.

Preferably, the machine-readable indications each include a variable bar

code having a first readable state including digital indicia and at least start and stop code

indicia and at least a second readable state wherein at least one of the start and stop code

indicia which appear in the first readable state form part of the digital indicia in the

second readable state.

Preferably, the multiplicity of product unit specific indicators are each

operative to provide machine-readable indications of exceedence of at least two

thresholds by at least one product quality determining parameter.

In another preferred embodiment the machine-readable indications each

include a variable bar code having at least three readable states including a first readable

state including digital indicia and at least start and stop code indicia, and at least a



second readable state wherein at least one of the start and stop code indicia which

appear in the first readable state form part of the digital indicia in the second readable

state.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred embodiment

of the present invention a product unit specific indicator operative to provide a machine-

readable indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one product

quality determining parameter, the indicator including a variable bar code having a first

readable state, including digital indicia and at least start and stop code indicia and at

least a second readable state wherein at least one of the start and stop code indicia which

appear in the first readable state form part of the digital indicia in the second readable

state.

There is further provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a product unit specific indicator operative to

provide a machine-readable indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least

one product quality determining parameter, the indicator including a variable bar code

having a fixed bar code portion and at least one selectably appearing bar code portion,

both the fixed bar code portion and the at least one selectably appearing bar code

portion being readable by a bar code reader.

There is even further provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a product unit specific indicator operative to

provide a machine-readable indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least

one product quality determining parameter, the indicator including a variable bar code

having a fixed bar code portion representing a first number of digits and at least one

selectably appearing bar code portion which appears alongside the fixed bar code

portion, the at least one selectably appearing bar code portion representing at least one

additional digit.

Preferably, the at least one selectably appearing bar code portion appears

alongside the fixed bar code portion in response to exceedence of the at least one

threshold. Alternatively, the at least one selectably appearing bar code portion

disappears in response to exceedence of the at least one threshold.

There is also provided in accordance with another preferred embodiment

of the present invention an event indicator operative to provide a machine-readable



indication of occurrence of at least one event, the indicator including a variable bar code

having a first readable state including digital indicia and at least start and stop code

indicia and at least a second readable state wherein at least one of the start and stop code

indicia which appear in the first readable state form part of the digital indicia in the

second readable state.

There is still further provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention an event indicator operative to provide a machine-

readable indication of occurrence of at least one event, the indicator including a variable

bar code having a fixed bar code portion and at least one selectably appearing bar code

portion, both the fixed bar code portion and the at least one selectably appearing bar

code portion being readable by a bar code reader.

There is even further provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention an event indicator operative to provide a machine-

readable indication of occurrence of at least one event, the indicator including a variable

bar code having a fixed bar code portion representing a first number of digits and at

least one selectably appearing bar code portion which appears alongside the fixed bar

code portion, the at least one selectably appearing bar code portion representing at least

one additional digit.

There is also provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a method for quality management for products

including employing a multiplicity of product unit specific indicators each to provide a

machine-readable indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one

product quality determining parameter; reading the product unit specific indicators and

providing output indications therefrom and interpreting the output indications to provide

human sensible, product unit specific, product quality status outputs.

There is further provided in accordance with even a further preferred

embodiment of the present invention a method for providing a machine-readable

indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one product quality

determining parameter including employing an indicator which provides a variable bar

code having a first readable state including digital indicia and at least start and stop code

indicia and at least a second readable state wherein at least one of the start and stop code



indicia which appear in the first readable state form part of the digital indicia in the

second readable state.

There is also provided in accordance with still another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a method for providing a machine-readable

indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one product quality

determining parameter including employing an indicator which provides a variable bar

code having a fixed bar code portion and at least one selectably appearing bar code

portion and reading both the fixed bar codp portion and the at least one selectably

appearing bar code portion using a bar code reader.

There is further provided in accordance with yet another preferred

embodiment of the present invention a method for providing a machine-readable

indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one product quality

determining parameter including employing an indicator which provides a variable bar

code having a fixed bar code portion representing a first number of digits and at least

one selectably appearing bar code portion which appears alongside the fixed bar code

portion, the at least one selectably appearing bar code portion representing at least one

additional digit.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be understood and appreciated more folly

from the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the drawings in

which:

Figs. IA, IB, 1C and ID together are a simplified illustration of a system

and methodology for quality management constructed and operative in accordance with

a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 2A is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention for

indicating temperature history;

Fig. 2B is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present invention for

indicating elapsed time and temperature history;

Fig. 2C is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present invention for

separately indicating elapsed time and temperature history;

Fig. 2D is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with yet another preferred embodiment of the present invention

for indicating pH history;

Fig. 2E is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with still another preferred embodiment of the present invention

for indicating humidity history;

Fig. 2F is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with a further preferred embodiment of the present invention

for indicating impact history;

Fig. 2G is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with a still further preferred embodiment of the present

invention for indicating orientation history;



Fig. 3A is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention for

indicating elapsed time and temperature history;

Fig. 3B is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present invention for

indicating temperature and humidity history;

Fig. 3C is a simplified illustration of a quality indicator constructed and

operative in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present indention for

indicating elapsed time, temperature and humidity history;

Fig. 4A is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of an

example of the indicator of Fig. 2A, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 4B is a simplified illustration. of the structure and operation of an

example of the indicator of Fig. 2B5 in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 4C is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of an

example of the indicator of Fig. 2C5 in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 4D is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of an

example of the indicator of Fig. 2D5 in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 4E is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of an

example of the indicator of Fig. 2E5 in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 4F is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of an

example of the indicator of Fig. 2F5 in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 4G is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of an

example of the indicator of Fig. 2G, in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;



Fig. 5A is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of an

example of the indicator of Fig. 3A in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 5B is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of an

example of .the indicator of Fig. 3B in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 5C is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of an

example of the indicator of Fig. 3C tin accordance with a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

Fig. 6 is a simplified illustration of a method and apparatus for producing

indicators constructed and operative in accordance with the present invention;

Fig. 7A is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of a

quality management system constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention in the context of a supermarket; and

Fig. 7B is a simplified illustration of the structure and operation of a

quality management system constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention in the context of a supermarket.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Reference is now made to Figs. IA, IB, 1C and ID5 which together are a

simplified illustration of a system and methodology for quality management constructed

and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. As

seen in Figs. IA - ID, there is shown a quality management system and methodology

for products including a multiplicity of product unit specific indicators, here shown in

! the form of changeable barcode indicators, each operative to provide a machine-

readable indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one product

quality determining parameter, at least one indicator reader operative to read the product

unit specific indicators and to provide output indications and a product type specific

indication interpreter operative to receive the. output indications and to provide human

sensible, product unit specific, product quality status outputs.

The changeable barcode indicator may incorporate a product code such

as a UPC code.

Preferably, the product unit specific indicator is operative to provide a

machine-readable indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one

product quality determining parameter and in a preferred embodiment provides a

. variable bar code having a first readable state including digital indicia and at least start

and stop code indicia and at least a second readable state wherein at least one of the start

and stop code indicia which appear in the first readable state form part of the digital

indicia in the second readable state.

Additionally or alternatively, the indicator provides a variable bar code

having a fixed bar code portion and at least one selectably appearing bar code portion,

both the fixed bar code portion and the at least one selectably appearing bar code

portion being readable by a conventional bar code reader.

Additionally or alternatively, the indicator provides a variable bar code

having a fixed bar code portion representing a first number of digits and at least one

selectably appearing bar code portion which appears alongside the fixed bar code

portion, the at least one selectably appearing bar code portion representing at least one

additional digit.



Turning now to Figs. IA - ID, the present invention is illustrated in the

context of a typical application, here a meat processing plant. A product unit specific

indicator 100 is attached to or otherwise incorporated into each package 102 of

processed meat. A package bearing a product unit specific indicator 100 may be an

individual package suitable for retail sale and/or a carton containing a plurality of such

individual packages hi the illustrated embodiment, packages 102 include both

alternatives.

It is also a possibility that different types of indicators 100 may be

employed for different types of packages. For example, the indicator used on a carton

containing a plurality of individual packages may be more or less accurate or have a

greater or lesser dynamic range of indications than the indictor used on an individual

package. For example, the indicator on a carton may include an indicator capable of

indicating exceedance of additional thresholds, not included on the indicators of

individual packages contained therein, or fewer thresholds than the indicators of

individual packages contained therein.

hi accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

indicators 100 may be assembled and/or actuated at the same location or at a location

adjacent that at which the indicators 100 are associated with packages 102. A suitable

indicator assembler/actuator is indicated by reference numeral 103.

In the illustrated embodiment, the indicator includes a 2 of 5 interleaved

bar code. The indicator is typically calibrated to remain in a first readable state as long

as it remains at a temperature less than or equal to 4 degrees Celsius and not more than a

predetermined time period, typically one week, has elapsed since manufacture or other

actuation of the indicator. This first readable state is indicated by reference numeral

104. It is seen that so long as the temperature of the package 102 does not exceed 4

degrees Celsius and one week has not elapsed since manufacture or other actuation of

the indicator, the indicator 100 remains in the first readable state 104. At any stage, such

as upon delivery to the customer, the indicator 100 can be read with a conventional bar

code reader 106, which preferably communicates with a remote quality indication server

108 and provides an immediate indication of a quality parameter, such as an OK

indication 110, to an inspector.



If and when the temperature of the package 102 exceeds 4 degrees

Celsius, such as when it reaches 15 degrees Celsius, the indicator assumes a second

readable state, indicated by reference numeral 112. This second readable state does not

change notwithstanding that the temperature of the package 102 subsequently returns to

an acceptable temperature, such as 4 degrees Celsius. Accordingly, upon inspection, as

upon delivery to the customer, upon reading the indicator 100 by an inspector using a

conventional bar code reader 106, the bar code in its second readable state 112

preferably provides information to the quality indication server 108 which enables the

server to provide an immediate indication of a quality parameter, such as a BAD

indication 114. This BAD indication 114 indicates that at some time in the history of the

indicator 100, the package 102 to which it was attached was at a temperature exceeding

4 degrees Celsius and that this event has rendered the specific product in package 102

unacceptable for sale.

It is appreciated that whereas machine reading of the indicator 100

provides an indication of whether or not a given event has occurred, the indication of a

quality parameter by quality indication server 108 provides an indication of whether and

to what extent that event has affected the quality of a given product with which the

indicator 100 is associated. It is appreciated that there may be a great variation in the

effect of a given event depending on the type of product. Thus, for example, exposure to

15 degrees Celsius may cause fresh meat to be rendered unfit for sale but may not

appreciably affect the quality or saleability of oranges.

Turning now specifically to Figs. 1C and ID, it is seen that indicator 100

may additionally and independently serve to indicate elapsed time. Thus, upon

exceedance of the predetermined time period following manufacture or other actuation

of the indicator 100, the indicator 100 assumes a third readable state 118 which

indicates that a predetermined amount of time has elapsed. Upon elapse of a further

predetermined amount of time, typically a second week, the indicator 100 may assume a

fourth readable state 120.

Accordingly, upon inspection, as indicated by reference numeral 122, as

upon periodic stock inspection at a retail site, upon reading the indicator 100 by an

inspector using a conventional bar code reader 106, the bar code in its third readable

state 118 provides information to the quality indication server 108 which enables the



server to provide an immediate indication of a quality parameter, such as a SELL

SOON indication 124. This SELL SOON indication 124 indicates that, since the

predetermined time interval has elapsed, the package 102 to which it was attached

should be positioned and/or priced for immediate sale.

Turning now to Fig. ID, it is seen that upon further inspection, as

indicated by reference numeral 132, as upon periodic stock inspection at the retail site,

upon reading the indicator 100 by an inspector using a conventional bar code reader

106, the bar code in its fourth readable state 120 provides information to the quality

indication server 108 which enables the server to provide an immediate indication of a

quality parameter, such as an EXPIRED indication 134. This EXPIRED indication 134

indicates that the package 102 to which it was attached should be discarded, since the

further predetermined time period has elapsed.

Additionally or alternatively, the further inspection may take place

automatically at the checkout, where the indicator 100 is read by a checkout scanner

136. hi such a case, the bar code in its fourth readable state 120 provides information to

the quality indication server 108 which enables the server to provide an immediate

indication of a quality parameter, such as a DO NOT SELL indication 138, to the

checkout clerk. This DO NOT SELL indication 138 indicates that the package 102 to

which it was attached may not be sold since the further predetermined time period has

elapsed. It is appreciated that the DO NOT SELL indication functionality described

above provides a high level of control in implementing package-specific shelf-life

restrictions and thus, by eliminating uncertainty regarding the shelf life of a given

product, may enable packaged products which have been maintained under optimal .

conditions to have longer shelf lives than would otherwise be possible.

Reference is now made to Figs. 2A - 2G, which are simplified

illustrations of event indicators constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention, respectively, for indicating temperature history,

elapsed time and temperature history, pH history, humidity history, impact history and

orientation history.

Fig. 2A illustrates a package of meat 200 including a temperature event

indicator 202 constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of

the present invention. As illustrated in Fig. 2A, indicator 202 includes a bar code which



is in a first readable state 204, typically 0123, when the temperature of the package 200

is less than 5 degrees Celsius and is in a second readable state 206, typically 012312,

including an additional portion 208, when the temperature of the package 200 is more

than 5 degrees Celsius, such as 15 degrees Celsius. In the illustrated embodiment once

the second readable state 206 is reached, the indicator preferably does not thereafter

revert to the first readable state 204 notwithstanding that the temperature of the package

200 subsequently returns to 4 degrees Celsius.

Fig. 2B illustrates a package of grapes 210 including a combination

elapsed time and temperature indicator 212 constructed and operative in accordance

with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. As illustrated in Fig. 2B,

indicator 212 includes a bar code which is in a first readable state 214, typically 0123,

when the temperature of the package 210 has not exceeded 4 degrees Celsius for a

cumulative period of more than 48 hours and is in a second readable state 216, typically

012312, including an additional portion 218, when the temperature of the package 210

has been more than 4 degrees Celsius, such as 15 degrees Celsius, for at least a

cumulative period of 48 hours, hi the illustrated embodiment once the second readable

state 216 is reached, the indicator does not revert to the first readable state 214

notwithstanding that the temperature of the package 210 subsequently returns to 4

degrees Celsius.

Fig. 2C illustrates a package of meat 220 including an indicator 221 for

separately indicating elapsed time and temperature, constructed and operative in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. As illustrated in Fig.

2C, indicator 221 includes a bar code which is in a first readable state 222, typically

0123, when the temperature of the package 220 has not exceeded a temperature

threshold, typically 4 degrees Celsius, and no more than a first predetermined time

period, typically one week, has elapsed since packaging. The indicator 221 shifts to a

second readable state .223, typically 350123, including a first additional portion 224,

when the temperature of the package 220 exceeds the temperature threshold, such as 15

degrees Celsius, and no more than the first predetermined time period has elapsed since

packaging. The indicator 221 shifts to a third readable state 225, typically 012312,

including a second additional portion 226, when the first predetermined time period has

elapsed since packaging but the temperature of the package 220 has not exceeded the



temperature threshold and shifts to a fourth readable state 227, typically 01231212,

including second additional portion 226 and a third additional portion 228, when a

second predetermined time period, typically two weeks, has elapsed since packaging, if

the temperature has not exceeded the temperature threshold. If the temperature of

package 220 has exceeded the temperature threshold and the first predetermined time

period has elapsed since packaging, the indicator shifts to a fifth readable state 229,

typically 35012312, including first additional portion 224 and second additional portion

226.

Fig. 2D illustrates a container of milk 230 including a pH event indicator

232 constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present

invention. As illustrated in Fig. 2D, indicator 232 includes a bar code which is in a first

readable state 234, typically 0123, when the pH of the milk is more than 5 and is in a

second readable state 236, typically 012312, including a first additional portion 237,

when the pH of the milk is between 4 and 5. When the pH of the milk reaches a lower

level, such as 4 or below, the indicator 232 reaches a third readable state 238, typically

01231212, including first additional portion 237 and a second additional portion 239.

Fig. 2E illustrates a container of cereal 240 including a humidity event

indicator 242 constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of

the present invention. As illustrated in Fig. 2E, indicator 242 includes a bar code which

is in a first readable state 244, typically 0123, when the relative humidity of the cereal

does not exceed a predetermined humidity threshold, typically 15%, and is in a second

readable state 246, typically 012312, including an additional portion 248, when the

relative humidity of the cereal is greater than the predetermined humidity threshold,

such as 60%.

Fig. 2F illustrates a packaged impact sensitive product 250, such as a

computer, including an impact event indicator 252 constructed and operative in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. As illustrated in Fig.

2F, indicator 252 includes a bar code which is in a first readable state 254, typically

0123, when no impact exceeding an impact threshold, typically 1OG, has occurred and

is in a second readable state 256, typically 012312, including an additional portion 258,

when an impact exceeding the impact threshold has occurred.



Fig. 2G illustrates a packaged orientation sensitive product 260, such as a

refrigerator, including an orientation event indicator 262 constructed and operative in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. As illustrated in Fig.

2G, indicator 262 includes a bar code which is in a first readable state 264, typically

0123, when the product has not changed its angular orientation by more than 170

degrees from its original upright orientation and is in a second readable state 266,

typically 012312, including an additional portion 268, when a change of orientation of

more than 170 degrees has occurred, even if subsequently the product 260 has been

returned to its original upright orientation.

It is appreciated that the present invention also encompasses indicators

wherein the first readable state has more digits than the second readable state and

similarly where each subsequent readable state has fewer digits than the preceding

readable state. This may readily be achieved in accordance with the .present invention,

for example, by initially locating a black background behind transparent areas, similar

to the transparent areas described hereinbelow with reference to Figs. 4A-5C, and then,

as the result of a change in an environmental parameter, changing that black background

to white. Alternatively, this may be achieved by employing white on black background

bar codes instead of black on white background bar codes as shown in the examples

above.

Reference is now made to Fig. 3A, which is a simplified illustration of a

package of meat 300 including an indicator 302 for separately indicating elapsed time

and temperature, constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment

of the present invention. The indicator 302 of Fig. 3A is a two-dimensional indicator

which includes a plurality of fixed cells 303 and a plurality of variable cells 304, each of

which is capable of providing a machine-readable indication of an event. It is

appreciated that at a basic level, the indicator 302 of Fig. 3A provides similar

information to the indicator 221 of Fig. 2C. However, due to the fact that indicator 302

contains a plurality of variable cells 304, it may readily be employed to indicate a

plurality of temperature levels or extents of elapsed time.

As seen in Fig. 3A, indicator 302 includes at least a first variable area

305, typically including 3 variable cells 3.04, which is in a first readable state, such as a

white state 306, when the temperature of the package 220 has not exceeded a



temperature threshold, typically 4 degrees Celsius. The at least first variable area 305

shifts to a second readable state, such as a black state 308, when the temperature of the

package 300 exceeds the temperature threshold, such as 15 degrees Celsius. An at least

second variable area 309, typically including 4 variable cells 304, is in a first readable

5 state, such as a white state 310, prior to elapse of a first predetermined time period, such

as one week, since packaging and shifts to a second readable state, such as a black state

312, once the first predetermined time period has elapsed since packaging.

\ An at least third variable area 313, -typically including 2 variable cells

304,- is in a first readable state, such as a white state 314, prior to elapse of a second

0 predetermined time period, greater than the first predetermined time period, such as two

weeks, since packaging and shifts to a second readable state, such as a black state 316,

once the second predetermined time period has elapsed since packaging.

Thus, it may be appreciated that when package 300 is in the state

designated by the letter A, the first, second and third variable areas 305, 309 and 313 are

5 all in their first readable state, indicating that the temperature of the package has not

exceeded the temperature threshold and the elapsed time since packaging has not

exceeded the first predetermined time period.

When package 300 is in the state designated by the letter B, second and

third variable areas 309 and 313 are both in their first readable state, while the first

0 variable area 305 is in its second readable state indicating that the temperature of the

package has exceeded the temperature threshold and the elapsed time since packaging

has not exceeded the first predetermined time period.

When package 300 is in the state designated by the letter C, the first and

third variable areas 305 and 313 are in their first readable state, while the second

5 variable area 309 is in its second readable state, indicating that the temperature of the

package has not exceeded the temperature threshold and the elapsed time since

packaging has exceeded the first predetermined time period but not the second

predetermined time period.

When package 300 is in the state designated by the letter D, the first,

0 second and third variable areas 305, 309 and 313 are all in their second readable state,

indicating that the temperature of the package has exceeded the temperature threshold



and the elapsed time since packaging has exceeded the first and second predetermined

time periods.

When package 300 is in the state designated by the letter E, the first

variable area 305 is in its first readable state, while the second and third variable areas

309 and 313 are in their second readable state, indicating that the temperature of the

package has not exceeded the temperature threshold and the elapsed time since

packaging has exceeded the first and second predetermined time periods.

i Reference is now made to Fig. 3B, which is a simplified illustration of a

package of cereal 320 including an indicator 322 for separately indicating humidity and

temperature, constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred embodiment of

the present invention. The indicator 322 of Fig. 3B is a two-dimensional indicator which

includes a plurality of fixed cells 323 and a plurality of variable cells 324, each of which

is capable of providing a machine-readable indication of an event. Due to the fact that

indicator 322 contains a plurality of variable cells 324, it may readily be employed to

indicate a plurality of temperature levels and humidity levels.

As seen in Fig. 3B, indicator 322 includes at least a first variable area

325, typically including 4 variable cells 324, which is in a first readable state, such as a

white state 326, when the humidity of the package 320 is less than a humidity threshold,

such as 30%. The at least first variable area 325 shifts to a second readable state, such as

a black state 328, when the humidity of package 320 exceeds the humidity threshold,

such as 60%. It is appreciated that depending on the construction of the indicator, the

humidity that is indicated by first variable area 325 is either the ambient relative

humidity or alternatively the humidity of the contents of the package.

An at least second variable area 329, typically including 2 variable cells

324, is in a first readable state, such as a white state 330, when the temperature of the

package 320 has not exceeded a temperature threshold, such as 25 degrees Celsius, and

shifts to a second readable state, such as a black state 332, if temperature of the package

320 exceeds the temperature threshold, such as 33 degrees Celsius. An at least third

variable area 333, typically including 3 variable cells 324, is also in a first readable

state, such as a white state 334, when the temperature of the package 320 has not

exceeded the temperature threshold, and also shifts to a second readable state, such as a
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black state 336, when the temperature of the package 320 exceeds the temperature

threshold.

Thus, it may be appreciated that when package 320 is in the state

designated by the letter A, the first, second and third variable areas 325, 329 and 333 are

all in their first readable state, indicating that the temperature of the package has not

exceeded the temperature threshold and the humidity has not exceeded the humidity

threshold.

When package 300 is in the state designated by the letter B, first, second

and third variable areas 325, 329 and 333 are all in their second readable state,

indicating that the temperature of the package has exceeded the temperature threshold

and the humidity has exceeded the humidity threshold.

It is appreciated that in the illustrated embodiment of Fig. 3B variable

areas 329 and 333 provide identical temperature information. It is appreciated that

multiple variable areas may alternatively be used to indicate multiple temperature

levels, similar to the indicator illustrated in Fig. 3C.

Reference is now made to Fig. 3C, which is a simplified illustration of a

package of cheese 350 including an indicator 352 for separately indicating elapsed time,

humidity and temperature, constructed and operative in accordance with a preferred

embodiment of the present invention. The indicator 352 of Fig. 3C is a two-dimensional

indicator which includes a plurality of fixed cells 353 and a plurality of variable cells

354, each of which is capable of providing a machine-readable indication of an event.

Due to the fact that indicator 352 contains a plurality of variable cells 354, it may

readily be employed to indicate a plurality of temperature levels, extents of elapsed time

and humidity levels.

As seen in Fig. 3C, indicator 352 includes at least a first variable area

355, typically including 3 variable cells 354, which is in a first readable state, such as a

white state 356, prior to elapse of a first time period, typically one week, since

packaging and shifts to a second state, such as a black state 358, once the first time

period has elapsed since packaging. An at least second variable area 359, typically

including 4 variable cells 354, is in a first state, such as a white state 360, prior to elapse

of a second time period, greater than the first time period, typically two weeks, since



packaging and shifts to a second state, such as a black state 362, once the second time

period has elapsed since packaging.

An at least third variable area 363, typically including 2 variable cells

354, is in a first readable state, such as white state 364, when the humidity is less than a

first humidity threshold, typically 10%, and shifts to a second state, such as a black state

366, if the humidity exceeds the first humidity threshold, such as 30%. An at least

fourth variable area 367, typically including 2 variable cells 354, is in a first state, such

as a white state 368, when the humidity is less than a second humidity threshold, greater

than the first humidity threshold, typically 40%, and shifts to a second state, such as a

black state 370, if the humidity exceeds the second humidity threshold, such as 60%.

An at least fifth variable area 371, typically including 3 variable cells

354, is in a first state, such as white state 372, when the temperature of the package 350

has not exceeded a first temperature threshold, typically 5 degrees Celsius. The at least .

first variable area 355 shifts to a second readable state, such as a black state 374, when

the temperature of the package 350 exceeds the first temperature threshold, such as 12

degrees Celsius. An at least sixth variable area 385, typically including 3 variable cells

354, is in a first readable state, such as white state 386, when the temperature of the

package 350 has not exceeded a second temperature threshold, greater than the first

temperature threshold, typically 12 degrees Celsius. The at least second variable area

385 shifts to a second readable state, such as a black state 388, when the temperature of

the package 350 exceeds the second temperature threshold, such as 20 degrees Celsius.

It is appreciated that depending on the construction of the indicator, the

humidity that is indicated by variable areas 363 and 367 is the ambient relative humidity

or alternatively the humidity of the contents of the package.

Thus it may be appreciated that when package 350 is in the state

designated by the letter A, the first to sixth variable areas 355, 359, 363, 367, 371 and

385 are all in their first readable state, indicating that less than the first time period has

elapsed since packaging, the humidity has not exceeded the first humidity threshold and

the temperature of the package has not exceeded the first temperature threshold.

When package 350 is in the state designated by the letter B, first, third

and fifth variable areas 355, 363 and 371 are all in their second state, and second, fourth

and sixth variable areas 359, 367 and 385 are all in their first state, indicating that the



time duration from packaging has exceeded the first time period but has not exceeded

the second time period, the humidity has exceeded the first humidity threshold but has

not exceeded the second humidity threshold and the temperature of the package has

exceeded the first temperature threshold but has not exceeded the second temperature

threshold.

When package 350 is in the state designated by the letter C the first to

sixth variable areas 355, 359, 363, 367, 371 and 385 are all in their second state,

indicating that the time duration from packaging has exceeded the first and second time

periods, the humidity has exceeded the first and second humidity thresholds and the

temperature of the package has exceeded the first and second temperature thresholds.

It is appreciated that while the illustrated embodiments of Figs. 3A-3C

include variable areas including multiple variable cells, each of the variable areas may

include a single variable cell or multiple variable cells. Typically, variable areas include

multiple variable cells to enhance readability of the variable areas.

Reference is now made to Fig. 4A, which is a simplified illustration of

the construction and operation of one embodiment of the indicator 202 of Fig. 2A for

indicating temperature history. As seen in Fig. 4A, the indicator, here designated by

reference numeral 400, preferably includes a bar code defining layer 402, which is

preferably printed on a transparent substrate. The printing on the transparent substrate

preferably defines a bar code in a first readable state 404 and alongside it a plurality of

transparent areas 406, which, if colored and read together with the bar code in the first

readable state 404, provide a bar code in a second readable state 408. It is appreciated

that the remainder of the bar code defining layer 402, other than the bar code in a first

readable state 404 and the transparent areas 406, is preferably printed in a white color or

a color defining high contrast with respect to the bar code in the first readable state 404.

Disposed behind transparent areas 406 there is preferably provided a

temperature responsive coloring element 410, such as apiece of paper impregnated with

a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine, Alcohol soluble, a black color dye [CAS: 11099-

03-9], commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-

Hydroxyacetophenone 99.9% solvent [CAS: 118-93-4], commercially available from

Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium. Disposed intermediate temperature responsive color



element 410 and bar code defining layer 402 is an opaque layer 412 of a color which

defines high contrast with respect to the bar code in a first readable state 404.

When the indicator 400 is maintained at 4 degrees Celsius, the indicator

is in the state designated by A in Fig. 4A.

When the temperature at the indicator rises above 4 degrees Celsius, the

coloring agent on coloring element 410 begins to melt and be released from coloring

element 410 and begins to diffuse through the opaque layer 412, as designated by B in

Fig. 4A. Thus, when the temperature exceeds 4 degrees Celsius for at least a minimum

time, such as one minute, the coloring agent rapidly diffuses through opaque layer 412,

such that the portions of the opaque layer 412 which are readable through the

transparent areas 406 appear similarly to the bar code in the first readable state 404 and

can be read together therewith as a single bar code as in the state designated by C in Fig.

4A.

.Reference is now made to Fig. 4B, which is a simplified illustration of

the construction and operation of one embodiment of the indicator 212 of Fig. 2B for

indicating temperature/time history. As seen in Fig. 4B, the indicator, here designated

by reference numeral 420, preferably includes a bar code defining layer 422, which is

preferably printed on a transparent substrate. The printing on the transparent substrate

preferably defines a bar code in a first readable state 424 and alongside it a plurality of

transparent areas 426, which, if colored and read together with the bar code in the first

readable state 424, provide a bar code in a second readable state 428. It is appreciated

that the remainder of the bar code defining layer 422, other than the bar code in a first

readable state 424 and the transparent areas 426, is preferably printed in a white color or

a color defining high contrast with respect to the bar code in the first readable state 424.

Disposed behind bar code defining layer 422 is a temperature/time

responsive coloring assembly 430, including a temperature responsive release coloring

element 432, a relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element

434 and a relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 436. The

temperature responsive release coloring element 432 preferably comprises a substrate,

such as paper or a non-woven fabric impregnated with a coloring agent, such as

Nigrosine, Alcohol soluble, a black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9] (commercially

available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-Hydroxyacetophenone
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99.9% solvent [CAS: 118-93-4], commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel,

Belgium.

The relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining

element 434 preferably comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 3 qualitative filter

paper commercially available from Whatman pic of the UK, one end of which lies

adjacent coloring element 432 and an opposite end of which extends to element 436.

Relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 436 preferably

comprises a strip of paper, such" as Grade 4 qualitative filter paper commercially

available from Whatman pic of the UK, which has a much higher speed of diffusion for

the coloring agent than does element 434, thus ensuring that a time when the bar code is

between its first and second readable states is minimized. It is appreciated that

alternatively element 436 may be obviated and element 434 extends under all of

transparent areas 426.

When the indicator 420 is maintained at 4 degrees Celsius, the indicator

is in the state shown designated by A in Fig. 4B.

When the temperature at the indicator rises above 4 degrees Celsius, the

coloring agent on coloring element 432 begins to melt and be released from coloring

element 432 and begins to diffuse through the relatively long-term coloring agent

diffusion pathway defining element 434, as designated by B in Fig. 4B. Thus, when the

temperature exceeds 4 degrees Celsius for at least a minimum time, such as eight days,

the coloring agent progresses towards the end of the pathway defined by the relatively

long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 434, as designated by C in

Fig. 4B. When the coloring agent reaches relatively quick coloring agent diffusion

region defining element 436, it rapidly impregnates the portions of the element 436

which are readable through the transparent areas 426 so that they appear similarly to the

bar code in the first readable state 424 and can be read together therewith as a single bar

code as in the state designated by D in Fig. 4B.

Reference is now made to Fig. 4C, which is a simplified illustration of

the construction and operation of one embodiment of the indicator 221 of Fig. 2C for

separately indicating elapse of time and temperature history. As seen in Fig. 4C, the

indicator, here designated by reference numeral 440, preferably includes a bar code

defining layer 442, which is preferably printed on a transparent substrate. The printing



on the transparent substrate preferably defines a bar code in a first readable state 444

and alongside it, at a first end thereof, a first plurality of transparent areas 446, which, if

colored and read together with the bar code in the first readable state 444, provide a bar

code in a second readable state 448.

The printing on the transparent substrate also preferably defines

alongside the bar code in a first readable state 444, at a second end thereof, a second

plurality of transparent areas 450, which, if colored and read together with the bar code

in the first readable state 444, provide a bar code in a third readable state 452. It is

appreciated that if both the first and second pluralities of transparent areas are colored

and read together with the bar code in the first readable state, there is provided a bar

code in a fourth readable state 454.

The printing on the transparent substrate also preferably defines

alongside the second plurality of transparent areas 450, a third plurality of transparent

areas 456, which, if colored and read together with the bar code in the first readable

state 444 and the colored second plurality of transparent areas 450, provide a bar code in

a fifth readable state (not shown). It is appreciated that if the first, second and third

pluralities of transparent areas 446, 450 and 456 are all colored and read together with

the bar code in the first readable state 444, there is provided a bar code in a sixth

readable state 458.

It is appreciated that the remainder of the bar code defining layer 442,

other than the bar code in a first readable state 444 and the transparent areas 446, 450

and 456, is preferably printed in a white color or a color defining high contrast with

respect to the bar code in the first readable state 444.

Disposed behind transparent areas 446 of bar code defining layer 442,

there is preferably provided a temperature responsive coloring element 460, such as a

piece of paper impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine, Alcohol soluble, a

black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially available from Acros Organics of

Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-Hydroxyacetoρhenone 99.9% solvent [CAS: 118-93-4],

commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium. Disposed intermediate

temperature responsive color element 460 and bar code defining layer 442 at transparent

areas 446 is an opaque layer 462 of a color which defines high contrast with respect to

the bar code in a first readable state 444.



Disposed behind transparent areas 450 of bar code defining layer 442 is a

first elapsed time responsive coloring assembly 470, including a temperature responsive

release coloring element 472, a relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway

defining element 474 and a relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining

element 476. The temperature responsive release coloring element 472 preferably

comprises a substrate, such as paper or a non-woven fabric impregnated with a coloring

agent, such as Nigrosine, Alcohol soluble, a black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9],

commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-

Hydroxyacetophenone 99.9% solvent [CAS: 118-93-4], commercially available from

Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium.

The relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining

element 474 preferably comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 3 qualitative filter

paper commercially available from Whatman pic of the UK, one end of which lies

adjacent coloring element 472 and an opposite end of which extends to element 476.

Relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 476 preferably

comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 4 qualitative filter paper commercially

available from Whatman pic of the UK, which has a much higher speed of diffusion for

the coloring agent than does element 474, thus ensuring that a time when the bar code is

between its first and second readable states is minimized. It is appreciated that

alternatively element 476 may be obviated and element 474 extends under all of

transparent areas 450.

Disposed behind transparent areas 456 of bar code defining layer 442 and

behind first elapsed time responsive coloring assembly 470 is a second elapsed time

responsive coloring assembly 480, including a temperature responsive release coloring

element 482, a relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element

484 and a relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 486. The

temperature responsive release coloring element 482 preferably comprises a substrate,

such as paper or a non-woven fabric impregnated with a coloring agent, such as

Nigrosine, Alcohol soluble, a black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially

available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-Hydroxyacetophenone

99.9% solvent [CAS: 118-93-4], commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel,

Belgium.



The relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining

element 484 preferably comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 3 qualitative filter

paper commercially available from Whatman pic of the UK, one end of which lies

adjacent coloring element 482 and an opposite end of which extends to element 486.

Relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 486 preferably

comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 4 qualitative filter paper commercially

available from Whatman pic of the UK, which has a much higher speed of diffusion for

the coloring agent than does element 484, thus ensuring that a time when the bar c'ode is

between its first and second readable states is minimized. It is appreciated that

alternatively element 486 may be obviated and element 484 extends under all of

transparent areas 456. It is also appreciated that the first and second elapsed time

responsive coloring assemblies 470 and 480 are constructed, positioned and operative so

that they do not interfere with each other.

When the indicator 440 is maintained at 4 degrees Celsius, and

substantially no time has elapsed since actuation of the indicator, the indicator is in the

state shown designated by A in Fig. 4C.

When the temperature at the indicator rises above 4 degrees Celsius, the

coloring agent on coloring element 460 begins to melt and be released from coloring

element 460 and begins to diffuse through the opaque layer 462. When the temperature

exceeds 4 degrees Celsius for at least a minimum time, such as five minutes, the

coloring agent rapidly diffuses through opaque layer 462, such that the portions of the

opaque layer 462 which are readable through the transparent areas 446 appear similarly

to the bar code in the first readable state 444 and can be read together therewith as a

single bar code as in the state designated by B in Fig. 4C.

The coloring agent on coloring element 472 begins to melt generally

immediately and be released from coloring element 472 and begins to diffuse through

relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 474. When the

elapsed time is greater than a first predetermined time, such as one week, the coloring

agent progresses towards the end of the pathway defined by the relatively long-term

coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 474 and reaches relatively quick

coloring agent diffusion region defining element 476, where it rapidly impregnates the

portions of the element 476 which are readable through the transparent areas 450 so that



they appear similarly to the bar code in the first readable state 444 and can be read

together therewith as a single bar code as in the state designated by C in Fig 4C.

When the elapsed time is greater than the first predetermined time and

the temperature has exceeded 4 degrees Celsius, such as 15 degrees Celsius, both

transparent areas 446 and 450 are colored and can be read together with the bar code in

the first readable state 444 as a single bar code as in the state designated by D in Fig.

4C.

The coloring agent on coloring element 482 begins to melt generally

immediately and be released from coloring element 482 and begins to diffuse through

relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 484. When the

elapsed time is greater than a second predetermined time, such as two weeks, the

coloring agent progresses towards the end of the pathway defined by the relatively long-

term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 484. and reaches relatively

quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 486, where it rapidly

impregnates the portions of the element 486 which are readable through the transparent

areas 456 so that they appear similarly to the bar code in the first readable state 444 and

can be read together therewith and with the colored transparent areas 450 as a single bar

code.

When the elapsed time is greater than the second predetermined time and

the temperature has exceeded 4 degrees Celsius, such as 15 degrees Celsius, transparent

areas 446, 450 and 456 are all colored and can be read together with the bar code in the

first readable state 444 as a single bar code as in the state designated by E in Fig. 4C.

Reference is now made to Fig. 4D, which is a simplified illustration of

the construction and operation of one embodiment of the indicator 232 of Fig. 2D for

indicating two different levels of pH. As seen in Fig. 4D, the indicator, here designated

by reference numeral 490, preferably includes a bar code defining layer 492, which is

preferably printed on a transparent substrate. The printing on the transparent substrate

preferably defines a bar code in a first readable state 494 and alongside it, at an end

thereof, a first plurality of transparent areas 496, which, if colored and read together

with the bar code in the first readable state 494, provide a bar code in a second readable

state 498.



The printing on the transparent substrate also preferably defines

alongside the first plurality of transparent areas 496, a second plurality of transparent

areas 500, which, if colored and read together with the bar code in the first readable

state 494 and the colored first plurality of transparent areas 496, provide a bar code in a

third readable state 502.

It is appreciated that the remainder of the bar code defining layer 492,

other than the bar code in a first readable state 494 and the transparent areas 496 and

, 500, is preferably printed in a white color or a color defining high contrast with respect

' to the bar code in the first readable state 494. :

Disposed behind transparent areas 496 of bar code defining layer 492,

there is preferably provided a pH responsive coloring element 504, such as a piece of

litmus type paper which normally appears in a white color or a color defining high

contrast with respect to the bar code in the first readable state 494. Element 504

preferably is responsive to exposure to a fluid of pH less than 6 to change its color to a

color defining high contrast with the remainder of the bar code defining layer 492,

preferably a color similar to that of the bar code in the first readable state 494.

Disposed behind transparent areas 500 of bar code defining layer 442,

there is preferably provided a pH responsive coloring element 506, such as a piece of

litmus type paper which normally appears in a white color or a color defining high

contrast with respect to the bar code in the first readable state 494. Element 506

preferably is responsive to exposure to a fluid of pH less than 5 to change its color to a

color defining high contrast with the remainder of the bar code defining layer 492,

preferably a color similar to that of the bar code in the first readable state 494.

A fluid conduit, such as a hollow pin 508, supplies a sample of the

contents of the container 230 of Fig. 2D, such as milk, to coloring elements 504 and

506.

When the contents of container 230 are maintained at a pH at or above 6,

the indicator 490 is in the state designated by A in Fig. 4D.

When the contents of container 230 reach a pH below 6, the pH

responsive coloring element 504 changes color, such that the portions of the coloring

element 504 which are readable through the transparent areas 496 appear similarly to



the bar code in the first readable state 494 and can be read together therewith as a single

bar code in second readable state 498, as designated by B in Fig. 4D.

When the contents of container 230 reach a pH below 5, the pH

responsive coloring element 506 changes color, such that the portions of the coloring

element 506 which are readable through the transparent areas 500 appear similarly to

the bar code in the first readable state 494 and can be read together therewith and with

the colored portions of the bar code which are readable through the transparent areas

496 as a single bar code in third readable state 502, as designated by C in Fig. 4D.

It is appreciated that as an alternative to the structure described

hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4D, the entire indicator may be located within

container 230 such that coloring elements 504 and 506 are in communication with the

fluid therein and pin 508 may be obviated. In such a case, the indicator 490 may be

viewed through a transparent window formed in a wall of the container 230.

Reference is now made to Fig. 4E, which is a simplified illustration of

the construction and operation of one embodiment of the indicator 242 of Fig. 2E for

indicating humidity history. As seen in Fig. 4E, the indicator, here designated by

reference numeral 520, preferably includes a bar code defining layer 522, which is

preferably printed on a transparent substrate. The printing on the transparent substrate

preferably defines a bar code in a first readable state 524 and alongside it, at an end

thereof, a plurality of transparent areas 526, which, if colored and read together with the

bar code in the first readable state 524, provide a bar code in a second readable state

528.

It is appreciated that the remainder of the bar code defining layer 522,

other than the bar code in a first readable state 524 and the transparent areas 526, is

preferably printed in a white color or a color defining high contrast with respect to the

bar code in the first readable state 524.

Disposed behind transparent areas 526 of bar code defining layer 522,

there is preferably provided a humidity responsive coloring element 530, such as a

substrate coated with silica gel which normally appears in a first color or a color

defining high contrast with respect to the bar code in the first readable state 524.

Element 530 preferably is responsive to exposure to relative humidity of more than 50%

to change its color to a color defining high contrast with the remainder of the bar code



defining layer 522, preferably a color similar to that of the bar code in the first readable

state 524.

A fluid conduit, such as a hollow pin 532, supplies a sample of the fluid

inside the container 240 of Fig. 2E, such as air, to coloring element 530.

When the contents of container 240 are maintained at a relative humidity

of less than 50%, such as 15%, the indicator 520 is in the state designated by A in Fig.

4E.

When the contents of container 240 reach a relative humidity in excess of

50%, such as 60%, the coloring element 530 changes color, such that the portions of the

coloring element 530 which are readable through the transparent areas 526 appear

similarly to the bar code in the first readable state 524 and can be read together

therewith as a single bar code in second readable state 528, as designated by B in Fig.

4E.

It is appreciated that as an alternative to the structure described

hereinabove with reference to Fig. 4E, the entire indicator may be located within the

container such that coloring element 530 is in communication with the fluid therein and

pin 532 may be obviated. In such a case, the indicator 520 may be viewed through a

transparent window formed in a wall of the container 240 or the indicator 520 may

measure the relative humidity outside the container 240 rather than interiorly thereof.

Reference is now made to Fig. 4F, which is a simplified illustration of the

construction and operation of one embodiment of the indicator 252 of Fig. 2F for

indicating impact history. As seen in Fig. 4F, the indicator, here designated by reference

numeral 540, preferably includes a bar code defining layer 542, which is preferably

printed on a transparent substrate. The printing on the transparent substrate preferably

defines a bar code in a first readable state 544 and alongside it, at an end thereof, a

plurality of transparent areas 546, which, if colored and read together with the bar code

in the first readable state 544, provide a bar code in a second readable state 548.

It is appreciated that the remainder of the bar code defining layer 542,

other than the bar code in a first readable state 544 and the transparent areas 546, is

preferably printed in a white color or a color defining high contrast with respect to the

bar code in the first readable state 544.



Disposed behind transparent areas 546 of bar code defining layer 542,

there is preferably provided an impact responsive coloring assembly element 550, such

as a substrate 552 including a surface portion 554 facing the bar code defining layer

542, which has a color defining high contrast with the remainder of the bar code

5 defining layer 542, preferably a color similar to that of the bar code in the first readable

state 544. Mounted, in a impact sensitive manner, over surface portion 554 and

intermediate surface portion 554 and transparent areas 546 is a cover assembly 556,

« having a surface portion 560, facing the bar code defining layer 542, which has a color

defining high contrast with respect to the bar code in the first readable state 544. Upon

10 application of at least a predetermined impact force, such as 1OG, one or more pins 562,

which, when intact, prevent displacement of cover assembly 556 from blocking surface

portion 554, are broken or removed, allowing cover assembly 556 to be displaced and

thus allow surface portion 554 to be seen through transparent areas 546.

When the package 250 of Fig. 2F has not experienced an impact force

15 greater than the predetermined impact force, the indicator 540 displays a bar code in

first readable state 544 as designated by A in Fig. 4F.

When an impact force of at least the predetermined impact force is

applied to the package 250, breakage or removal of one or more pins 562 results, as

indicated at B in Fig. 4F.

20 Thereafter, as indicated at C in Fig. 4F, colored surface portion 554 is

readable through transparent areas 546, thus providing a bar code in second readable

state 548.

Reference is now made to Fig. 4G, which is a simplified illustration of

the construction and operation of one embodiment of the indicator 262 of Fig. 2G for

25 indicating orientation history. As seen in Fig. 4G, the indicator, here designated by

reference numeral 570, preferably includes a bar code defining layer 572, which is

preferably printed on a transparent substrate. The printing on the transparent substrate

preferably defines a bar code in a first readable state 574 and alongside it, at an end

thereof, a plurality of transparent areas 576, which, if colored and read together with the

30 bar code in the first readable state 574, provide a bar code in a second readable state

578. .



It is appreciated that the remainder of the bar code defining layer 572,

other than the bar code in a first readable state 574 and the transparent areas 576, is

preferably printed in a white color or a color defining high contrast with respect to the

bar code in the first readable state 574.

Disposed behind transparent areas 576 of bar code defining layer 572,

there is preferably provided an orientation responsive coloring assembly element 580,

such as a substrate 582 including a surface portion 584 facing the bar code defining

layer' 572, which has a color defining high contrast with the remainder of the bar code

defining layer 572, preferably a color similar to that of the bar code in the first readable

state 574. Mounted, in an orientation sensitive manner, over surface portion 584 and

intermediate surface portion 584 and transparent areas 576 is a cover assembly 588,

having a surface portion 590, facing the bar code defining layer 572, which has a color

defining high contrast with respect to the bar code in the first readable state 574. The

cover assembly 588 is normally kept in place over surface portion 584 by a plurality of

pins 592 arranged so as to allow displacement of the cover assembly 588 only when the

orientation of the indicator is changed by at least 170 degrees. Upon a change of

orientation of at least 170 degrees, the cover assembly 588 is displaced and thus allows

surface portion 584 to be seen through transparent areas 576.

When the package 260 of Fig. 2G has not experienced a change in

orientation typically of at least 170 degrees, the indicator 570 displays a bar code in first

readable state 574 as designated by A in Fig. 4G.

When a change of orientation of at least 170 degrees is applied to the

package 260, displacement of cover assembly 588 results, as indicated at B in Fig. 4G.

Thereafter, as indicated at C in Fig. 4G, colored surface portion 584 is

readable through transparent areas 576, thus providing a bar code in second readable

state 578.

Reference is now made to Fig. 5A, which is a simplified illustration of

the construction and operation of one example of an indicator suitable for use as the

indicator 302 of Fig. 3A, for separately indicating elapsed time and temperature in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The indicator, here

designated by reference numeral 600, is a two-dimensional indicator which includes a

plurality of fixed machine-readable cells 602, mainly arranged along the periphery of



the indicator to provide an indication of orientation and registration, and a plurality of

variable machine-readable cells 604, which separately indicate elapsed time and

temperature.

As seen in Fig. 5A, indicator 600 preferably includes a machine-readable

code defining layer 606, which is preferably printed on a transparent substrate. The

printing on the transparent substrate preferably defines a two-dimensional machine-

readable code in a first readable state 607, which includes the fixed machine-readable

cells 602, and a plurality of transparent areas which include one or more variable

machine-readable cells 604. hi the illustrated embodiment, the transparent areas are

three in number and designated by reference numerals 610, 612 and 614.

If transparent area 610 is colored and read together with the two-

dimensional machine-readable code in a first readable state 607 it provides a machine-

readable code in a second readable state 616.

If transparent area 612 is colored and read together with the two-

dimensional machine-readable code in a first readable state 607 it provides a machine-

readable code in a third readable state 618.

If transparent areas 610, 612 and 614 are all colored and read together

with the two-dimensional machine-readable code in a first readable state 607 they

provide a machine readable code in a fourth readable state 620.

If transparent areas 612 and 614 are both colored and read together with

the two-dimensional machine-readable code in a first readable state 607 they provide a

machine readable code in a fifth readable state 622.

It is appreciated that the remainder of the machine-readable code

defining layer 602, other than the machine-readable code in a first readable state 607

and the transparent areas 610, 612 and 614, is preferably printed in a white color or a

color defining high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code in the first

readable state 607.

Disposed behind transparent area 610 of machine-readable code defining

layer 606 there is preferably provided a temperature responsive coloring element 624,

such as a piece of paper impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine, Alcohol

soluble, a black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially available from Acros

Organics of Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-Hydroxyacetophenone 99.9% solvent [CAS:



118-93-4], commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium. Disposed

intermediate temperature responsive color element 624 and machine-readable code

defining layer 606 at transparent areas 610 is an opaque layer 626 of a color which

defines high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code in a first readable state

607.

Disposed behind transparent area 612 of machine-readable code defining

layer 606 is a first elapsed time responsive coloring assembly 634, including a coloring

element 636, a relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element

638 and a relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 640. The

coloring element 636 preferably comprises a substrate, such as paper or a non-woven

fabric impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine, Alcohol soluble, a black

color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel,

Belgium, dissolved in. 2'-Hydroxyacetoρhenone 99.9% solvent [CAS: 118-93-4],

commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium.

The relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining

element 638 preferably comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 3 qualitative filter

paper commercially available from Whatman pic of the UK, one end of which lies

adjacent coloring element 636 and an opposite end of which extends to element 640.

Relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 640 preferably

comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 4 qualitative filter paper commercially

available from Whatman pic of the UK, which has a much higher speed of diffusion for

the coloring agent than does element 638, thus ensuring that a time when the machine-

readable code is between its first and second readable states is minimized. It is

appreciated that alternatively element 640 may be obviated and element 638 extends

under all of transparent area 612.

Disposed behind transparent area 614 of machine-readable code defining

layer 606 is a second elapsed time responsive coloring assembly 644, including a

coloring element 646, a relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining

element 648 and a relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element

650. The coloring element 646 preferably comprises a substrate, such as paper or a non-

woven fabric impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine, Alcohol soluble, a

black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially available from Acros Organics of



Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-Hydroxyacetophenone 99.9% solvent [CAS: 118-93-4],

commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium.

The relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining

element 648 preferably comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 3 qualitative filter

paper commercially available from Whatman pic of the UK, one end of which lies

adjacent coloring element 646 and an opposite end of which extends to element 650.

Relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 650 preferably

cpmprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 4 qualitative filter paper commercially

available from Whatman pic of the UK, which has a much :higher speed of diffusion for

the coloring agent than does element 648, thus ensuring that a time when the machine-

readable code is between readable states is minimized. It is appreciated that

alternatively element 650 may be obviated and element 648 extends under all of

transparent area 614.

When the indicator 600 is maintained at 4 degrees Celsius, and

substantially no time has elapsed since actuation of the indicator, the indicator is in the

state designated by A in Fig. 5A.

When the temperature at the indicator 600 rises above 4 degrees Celsius,

the coloring agent on coloring element 624 begins to melt and be released from coloring

element 624 and begins to diffuse through the opaque layer 626. When the temperature

exceeds 4 degrees Celsius for at least a rninimum time, such as five minutes, the

coloring agent rapidly diffuses through opaque layer 626, such that the portions of the

opaque layer 626 which are readable through the transparent area 610 appears similarly

to the machine-readable code in the first readable state 607 and can be read together

therewith as a single bar code in the second readable state 616 as designated by B in

Fig. 5A.

The coloring agent on coloring element 636 begins to melt generally

immediately and be released from coloring element 636 and begins to diffuse through

relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 638. When the

elapsed time is greater than a first predetermined time, such as one week, the coloring

agent progresses towards the end of the pathway defined by the relatively long-term

coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 638 and reaches relatively quick

coloring agent diffusion region defining element 640, where it rapidly impregnates the



portion of the element 640 which is readable through the transparent area 612 so that it

appears similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable state 607 and can be

read together therewith as a single bar code in the third readable state 618 as designated

by C in Fig. 5A.

The coloring agent on coloring element 646 begins to melt generally

immediately and be released from coloring element 646 and begins to diffuse through

relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 648. When the

elapsed time is greater than a second predetermined time, such as two weeks, the

coloring agent progresses towards the end of the pathway defined by the relatively long-

term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 648 and reaches relatively

quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 650, where it rapidly

impregnates the portions of the element 650 which are readable through the transparent

area 614 so that they appear similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable

state 607 and can be read together therewith and with the colored transparent area 612

as a single machine-readable code.

When the elapsed time is greater than the second predetermined time and

the temperature has exceeded 4 degrees Celsius, such as 15 degrees Celsius, transparent

areas 610, 612 and 614 are all colored and can be read together with the machine-

readable code in the first readable state 607 as a single machine-readable code in the

fourth readable state 620 as designated by D in Fig. 5A.

When the elapsed time is greater than the second predetermined time and

the temperature has not exceeded 4 degrees Celsius, transparent areas 612 and 614 are

both colored and can be read together with the machine-readable code in the first

readable state 607 as a single machine-readable code in the fifth readable state 622 as

designated by E in Fig. 5A.

Reference is now made to Fig. 5B, which is a simplified illustration of

the construction and operation of one example of an indicator suitable for use as the

indicator 322 of Fig. 3B, for separately indicating humidity and temperature in

accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The indicator, here

designated by reference numeral 660, is a two-dimensional indicator which includes a

plurality of fixed machine-readable cells 662, mainly arranged along the periphery of

the indicator to provide an indication of orientation and registration, and a plurality of



variable machine-readable cells 664, which separately indicate humidity and

temperature.

As seen in Fig. 5B, indicator 660 preferably includes a machine-readable

code defining layer 666, which is preferably printed on a transparent substrate. The

printing on the transparent substrate preferably defines a two-dimensional machine-

readable code in a first readable state 667, which includes the fixed machine-readable

cells 662, and a plurality of transparent areas which include variable machine-readable

cells 664. hi the illustrated embodiment, the transparent areas are three in number and

designated by reference numerals 670, 672 and 674.

If transparent areas 670 and 672 are both colored and read together with

the two-dimensional machine-readable code in a first readable state 667 they provide a

machine readable code in a second readable state (not shown).

If transparent areas 670, 672 and 674 are all colored and read together .

with the two-dimensional machine-readable code in a first readable state 667 they

provide a machine readable code in a third readable state 680.

It is appreciated that the remainder of the machine-readable code

defining layer 666, other than the machine-readable code in a first readable state 667

and the transparent areas 670, 672 and 674, is preferably printed in a white color or a

color defining high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code in the first

readable state 667.

Disposed behind transparent area 670 of machine-readable code defining

layer 666 there is preferably provided a first temperature responsive coloring element

684, such as a piece of paper impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine,

Alcohol soluble, a black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially available from

Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2-Hydroxyacetophenone 99.9% solvent

[CAS: 118-93-4], commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium.

Disposed intermediate temperature responsive color element 684 and machine-readable

code defining layer 666 at transparent area 670 is an opaque layer 686 of a color which

defines high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code in a first readable state

667.

Disposed behind transparent area 672 of machine-readable code defining

layer 666 there is preferably provided a second temperature responsive coloring element



694, such as a piece of paper impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine,

Alcohol soluble, a black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially available from

Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-Hydroxyacetophenone 99.9% solvent

[CAS: 118-93-4], commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium.

Disposed intermediate temperature responsive color element 694 and machine-readable

code defining layer 666 at transparent area 672 is an opaque layer 696 of a color which

defines high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code in a first readable state

667.

Disposed behind transparent area 674 of machine-readable code defining

layer 666 there is preferably provided a humidity responsive coloring element 704, such

as a substrate coated with silica gel which normally appears in a first color or a color

defining high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code in the first readable

state 667. Element 704 preferably is responsive to exposure to relative humidity of more

than 50% to change its color to a color defining high contrast with the remainder of the

machine-readable code defining layer 666, preferably a color similar to that of the

machine-readable code in the first readable state 667.

A fluid conduit, such as a hollow pin 706, supplies a sample of the fluid

inside the container 320 of Fig. 3B, such as air, to coloring element 704.

When the contents of container 320 are maintained at a relative humidity

of less than 50%, such as 15%, and at a temperature of less than 30 degrees Celsius, the

indicator 660 is in the first readable state 667 designated by A in Fig. 5B.

When the contents of container 320 reach a temperature of more than 30

degrees Celsius, such as 33 degrees Celsius, the coloring agent on coloring element 684

begins to melt and be released from coloring element 684 and begins to diffuse through

the opaque layer 686. When the temperature exceeds 30 degrees Celsius for at least a

minimum time, such as five minutes, the coloring agent rapidly diffuses through opaque

layer 686, such that the portion of the opaque layer 686 which is readable through the

transparent area 670 appears similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable

state 667.

When the contents of container 320 reach a temperature of more than 30

degrees Celsius, such as 33 degrees Celsius, the coloring agent on coloring element 694

also begins to melt and be released from coloring element 694 and begins to diffuse



through the opaque layer 696. When the temperature exceeds 30 degrees Celsius for at

least a minimum time, such as five minutes, the coloring agent rapidly diffuses through

opaque layer 696, such that the portion of the opaque layer 696 which is readable

through the transparent area 672 appears similarly to the machine-readable code in the

first readable state 667.

When the contents of container 320 reach a relative humidity in excess of

50%, such as 60%, the coloring element 704 changes color, such that the portion of the

coloring ; element 704 which is readable through the transparent area 674 appears

similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable state : 667 and can be read

together therewith and with the colored transparent areas 670 and 672 as a single bar

code in second readable state 676, as designated by B in Fig. 5B.

It is appreciated that as an alternative to the structure described

hereinabove with reference to Fig. 5B5 the entire indicator may be located within -the

container such that coloring element 704 is in communication with the fluid therein and

pin 706 may be obviated. In such a case, the indicator 660 may be viewed through a

transparent window formed in a wall of the container 320 or the indicator 660 may

measure the relative humidity outside the container 320 rather than interiorly thereof.

It is appreciated that in this embodiment multiple areas provide

temperature information. It is appreciated that multiple areas may be used to indicate

multiple temperature levels and/or to provide redundancy in indicating the same

temperature level.

Reference is now made to Fig. 5C, which is a simplified illustration of

the construction and operation of one example of an indicator suitable for use as the

indicator 352 of Fig. 3C, for separately indicating elapsed time, humidity and

temperature in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The

indicator, here designated by reference numeral 720, is a two-dimensional indicator

which includes a plurality of fixed machine-readable cells 722, mainly arranged along

the periphery of the indicator to provide an indication of orientation and registration,

and a plurality of variable machine-readable cells 724 which separately indicate elapsed

time, humidity and temperature.

As seen in Fig. 5C, indicator 720 preferably includes a machine-readable .

code defining layer 726, which is preferably printed on a transparent substrate. The



printing on the transparent substrate preferably defines a two-dimensional machine-

readable code in a first readable state 727, which includes the fixed machine-readable

cells 722, and a plurality of transparent areas which include variable machine-readable

cells 724. In the illustrated embodiment, the transparent areas are six in number and

designated by reference numerals 730, 732, 734, 736, 738 and 739.

If transparent areas 730, 734 and 738 are colored and read together with

the two-dimensional machine-readable code in a first readable state 727 they provides a

machine readable code in a second readable state 740. '

If transparent areas 730, 732, 734, 736, 738 and 739 are all colored and

read together with the two-dimensional machine-readable code in a first readable state

727 they provide a machine readable code in a third readable state 742.

It is appreciated that the remainder of the machine-readable code

defining layer 726, other than the machine-readable code in a first readable state 727

and the transparent areas 730, 732, 734, 736, 738 and 739, is preferably printed in a

white color or a color defining high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code

in the first readable state 727.

Disposed behind transparent area 730 of machine-readable code defining

layer 726 there is preferably provided a first elapsed time responsive coloring assembly

744, including a coloring element 746, a relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion

pathway defining element 748 and a relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region

defining element 750. The coloring element 746 preferably comprises a substrate, such

as paper or a non-woven fabric impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine,

Alcohol soluble, a black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially available from

Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-Hydroxyacetophenone 99.9% solvent

[CAS: 118-93-4], commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium.

The relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining

element 748 preferably comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 3 qualitative filter

paper commercially available from Whatman pic of the UK, one end of which lies

adjacent coloring element 746 and an opposite end of which extends to element 750.

Relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 750 preferably

comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 4 qualitative filter paper commercially

available from Whatman pic of the UK, which has a much higher speed of diffusion for



the coloring agent than does element 748, thus ensuring that a time when the machine-

readable code is between its first and second readable states is minimized. It is

appreciated that alternatively element 750 may be obviated and element 748 extends

under all of transparent area 730.

Disposed behind transparent area 732 of machine-readable code defining

layer 726 is a second elapsed time responsive coloring assembly 754, including a

coloring element 756, a relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining

element 758 and a relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element

760. The coloring element 756 preferably comprises a substrate, such as paper or a non-

woven fabric impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine, Alcohol soluble, a

black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially available from Acros Organics of

Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-Hydroxyacetoρhenone 99.9% solvent [CAS: 118-93-4],

commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium.

The relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining

element 758 preferably comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 3 qualitative filter

paper commercially available from Whatman pic of the UK, one end of which lies

adjacent coloring element 756 and an opposite end of which extends to element 760.

Relatively quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 760 preferably

comprises a strip of paper, such as Grade 4 qualitative filter paper commercially

available from Whatman pic of the UK, which has a much higher speed of diffusion for

the coloring agent than does element 758, thus ensuring that a time when the machine-

readable code is between readable states is minimized. It is appreciated that

alternatively element 760 may be obviated and element 758 extends under all of

transparent area 732.

Disposed behind transparent area 734 of machine-readable code defining

layer 726 there is preferably provided a first humidity responsive coloring element 764,

such as a substrate coated with silica gel which normally appears in a first color or a

color defining high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code in the first

readable state 727. Element 764 preferably is responsive to exposure to relative

humidity of more than 10% to change its color to a color defining high contrast with the

remainder of the machine-readable code defining layer 726, preferably a color similar to

that of the machine-readable code in the first readable state 727.



A first fluid conduit, such as a first hollow pin 766, supplies a sample of

the fluid inside the package 350 of Fig. 3C, such as air, to coloring element 764.

Disposed behind transparent area 736 of machine-readable code defining

layer 726 there is preferably provided a second humidity responsive coloring element

774, such as a substrate coated with silica gel which normally appears in a first color or

a color defining high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code in the first

readable state 727. Element 774 preferably is responsive to exposure to relative

;humidity of more than 40% to change its color to a color defining high contrast with the

remainder of the machine-readable code defining layer 726, preferably a color similar to

that of the machine-readable code in the first readable state 727.

A second fluid conduit, such as a second hollow pin 776, supplies a

sample of the fluid inside the package 350, such -as air, to coloring element 774.

Alternatively, a single fluid conduit may communicate with multiple color elements.

Disposed behind transparent area 738 of machine-readable code defining

layer 726 there is preferably provided a first temperature responsive coloring element

784, such as a piece of paper impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Nigrosine,

Alcohol soluble, a black color dye [CAS: 11099-03-9], commercially available from

Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium, dissolved in 2'-Hydroxyacetophenone 99.9% solvent

[CAS: 118-93-4], commercially available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium.

Disposed intermediate temperature responsive color element 784 and machine-readable

code defining layer 726 at transparent area 738 is an opaque layer 786 of a color which

defines high contrast with respect to the machine-readable code in a first readable state

727.

Disposed behind transparent area 739 of machine-readable code defining

layer 726 there is preferably provided a second temperature responsive coloring element

790, such as a piece of paper impregnated with a coloring agent, such as Sudan Black B,

a black color dye [CAS: 4197-25-5], commercially available from Acros Organics of

Geel, Belgium, dissolved in DiMethyl Sulfoxide [CAS: 67-68-5], commercially

available from Acros Organics of Geel, Belgium. Disposed intermediate temperature

responsive color element 790 and machine-readable code defining layer 726 at

transparent area 739 is an opaque layer 792 of a color which defines high contrast with

respect to the machine-readable code in a first readable state 727.



When the contents of package 350 are maintained at a relative humidity

of less than 10%, such as 5%, and at a temperature of less than 5 degrees Celsius and

when less than one week has elapsed since packaging, the indicator 720 is in the first

readable state 727 as designated by A in Fig. 5C.

When the contents of package 350 reach a temperature of more than 4

degrees Celsius, such as 12 degrees Celsius, the coloring agent on coloring element 784

begins to melt and be released from coloring element 784 and begins to diffuse through

the opaque layer 786. When the temperature exceeds 4 degrees Celsius for at least a

minimum time, such as five minutes, the coloring agent rapidly diffuses through opaque

layer 786, such that the portion of the opaque layer 786 which is readable through the

transparent area 730 appears similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable

state 727.

When the contents of package 350 reach a relative humidity in excess of

10%, such as 30%, the coloring element 764 changes color, such that the portion of the

coloring element 764 which is readable through the transparent area 734 appears

similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable state 727.

The coloring agent on coloring element 746 begins to melt generally

immediately and be released from coloring element 746 and begins to diffuse through

relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 748. When the

elapsed time is greater than a first predetermined time, such as one-week, the coloring

agent progresses towards the end of the pathway defined by the relatively long-term

coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 748 and reaches relatively quick

coloring agent diffusion region defining element 750, where it rapidly impregnates the

portion of the element 750 which is readable through the transparent area 730 so that it

appears similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable state 727.

The colored transparent areas 730, 734 and 738 can be read together with

the machine-readable code in the first readable state 727 as a single machine-readable

code in second readable state 740 as designated by B in Fig. 5C.

When the contents of package 350 reach a temperature of more than 12

degrees Celsius, such as 20 degrees Celsius, the coloring agent on coloring element 790

begins to melt and be released from coloring element 790 and begins to diffuse through

the opaque layer 792. When the temperature exceeds 12 degrees Celsius for at least a



minimum time, such as five minutes, the coloring agent rapidly diffuses through opaque

layer 792, such that the portion of the opaque layer 792 which is readable through the

transparent area 730 appears similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable

state 727.

When the contents of package 350 reach a relative humidity in excess of

40%, such as 60%, the coloring element 774 changes color, such that the portion of the

coloring element 774 which is readable through the transparent area 736 appears

similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable state 727.

The coloring agent on coloring element 756 begins to melt generally

immediately and be released from coloring element 756 and begins to diffuse through

relatively long-term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 758. When the

elapsed time is greater than a second predetermined time, such as two weeks, the

coloring agent progresses towards the end of the pathway defined by the relatively long

term coloring agent diffusion pathway defining element 758 and reaches relatively

quick coloring agent diffusion region defining element 760, where it rapidly

impregnates the portion of the element 760 which is readable through the transparent

area 732 so that it appears similarly to the machine-readable code in the first readable

state 727.

The colored transparent areas 730, 732, 734, 736, 738 and 739 can be

read together with the machine-readable code in the first readable state 727 as a single

machine-readable code in third readable state 742 as designated by C in Fig. 5C.

It is appreciated that while the illustrated embodiments of Figs. 5A-5C

include transparent areas including multiple variable machine-readable cells, each of the

transparent areas may include a single variable machine-readable cell or multiple

variable machine-readable cells. Typically, transparent areas include multiple variable

machine-readable cells to enhance readability.

Reference is now made to Fig. 6, which illustrates a method and

apparatus for producing indicators 802 constructed and operative in accordance with the

present invention, such as the indicators described hereinabove with reference to Fig.

4A, preferably on a "just in time" basis. As seen in Fig. 6, three continuous substrate

strips are provided: a strip 804 of a transparent material, such as plastic, on which

appears a bar code in a first readable state 805 and alongside it a plurality of transparent



areas 806, a strip 807 of an opaque material, corresponding to opaque layer 412 in the

embodiment of Fig. 4A5 and a strip 808 having formed thereon at predetermined

locations therealong a plurality of ink impregnated regions 809, corresponding to

temperature responsive color elements 410 in the embodiment of Fig. 4A. Strip 808 is

preferably maintained under strict temperature conditions prior to use, so that the

temperature thereat does not exceed 4 degrees Celsius.

Preferably strips 804 and 807 are joined to each other, as by an adhesive.

This may be done at a roller or, alternatively, strips 804 and 807 may be supplied

already joined together.

A series of bar code defining layers 810, each corresponding to bar code

defining layer 402 in the embodiment of Fig. 4A, is formed on strip 804 by

conventional printing techniques, preferably digital printing techniques. The printing

preferably takes place "just in time" so as to ensure that each indicator 802 corresponds

to a correct package. The printing on the transparent substrate preferably defines the bar

code in a first readable state 805 and alongside it the plurality of transparent areas 806.

It is appreciated that the remainder of the transparent substrate 804, other than the bar

code in a first readable state 805 and the transparent areas 806, is preferably printed in a

white color or a color defining high contrast with respect to the bar code in the first

readable state 805.

Strips 804, 807 and 808 are laminated together in suitable registration as

shown generally at roller 812 by any suitable technique, such as the use of heat or

adhesive. Preferably a perforator 814 forms a perforation line between adjacent

indicators 802 in order to enhance the ease of separating individual indicators.

It is appreciated that similar manufacturing techniques may be employed,

as appropriate for other indicators.

Reference is now made to Fig. 7A, which illustrates the structure and

operation of a quality management system constructed and operative in accordance with

a preferred embodiment of the present invention in the context of a supermarket. In the

embodiment of Fig. 7A, packaged products 820 each bear an event indicator 822 of the

general type described hereinabove and illustrated in Figs. 1 - 5C and including one or

more of the operational and structural features described hereinabove.



In the illustrated embodiment, indicator 822 preferably presents a

variable bar code 824 which includes a product designator. Such a bar code may, but

need not necessarily, include a UPC code. When this code is read, as by a conventional

bar code reader 826 used by a stock checker or by a conventional checkout scanner 828,

it provides product identification information to a product management server 830.

As described hereinabove, the bar code 824 is preferably a variable bar

code which, depending on the product, may provide bar code readable indications of

one or more event parameters, such as temperature and elapsed time, and for each such

parameter may indicate multiple levels. For example, where trie packaged product 820

is fresh rib steak, as shown, the bar code 824 may have multiple readable states such as:

FIRST READABLE STATE 001 1840854 - FRESH RIB STEAK

TEMPERATURE DID NOT EXCEED 4 DEGREES CELSIUS

TIME DURATION FROM PACKAGING DID NOT EXCEED 3 DAYS

SECOND READABLE STATE 35001 1840854 - FRESH REB STEAK

TEMPERATURE DID NOT EXCEED 4 DEGREES CELSIUS

TIME DURATION FROM PACKAGING DID EXCEED 3 DAYS BUT DID NOT

EXCEED 6 DAYS

THIRD READABLE STATE 5335001 1840854 - FRESH RIB STEAK

TEMPERATURE DID NOT EXCEED 4 DEGREES CELSIUS

TIME DURATION FROM PACKAGING DID EXCEED 6 DAYS

FOURTH READABLE STATE 001 184085412 - FRESH RlB STEAK

TEMPERATURE DID EXCEED 4 DEGREES CELSIUS BUT DID NOT EXCEED 15

DEGREES CELSIUS

FIFTH READABLE STATE 001 18408541212 - FRESH RB STEAK

TEMPERATURE DID EXCEED 15 DEGREES CELSIUS



SIXTH READABLE STATE 35001 184085412 - FRESH RIB STEAK

TEMPERATURE DID EXCEED 4 DEGREES CELSIUS

TIME DURATION FROM PACKAGING DID EXCEED 3 DAYS

In the illustrated embodiment, the product management server 830

maintains a database which preferably contains at least the following information:

BAR CODE ' PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRODUCT STATUS PRICE

0011840854 FRESHRIB STEAK OK $10/LB

350011840854 FRESHRIB STEAK QUICK SALE $ 8/LB

53350011840854 FRESHRIB STEAK DONOT SELL

001184085412 FRESH RIB STEAK QUICK SALE . $ 7/LB

00118408541212 FRESH RIB STEAK DO NOT SELL

35001184085412 FRESHRIB STEAK DO NOT SELL

Based on the scanned bar code, the product management server 830

provides both product status information and price information as appropriate to

management as well as points of sale.

Reference is now made to Fig. 7B, which illustrates the structure and

operation of a quality management system constructed and operative in accordance with

another preferred embodiment of the present invention in the context of a supermarket.

In the embodiment of Fig. 7B, packaged products 850 each bear an event indicator 852

of the general type described hereinabove and illustrated in Figs. 1 - 5C and including

one or more of the operational and structural features described hereinabove.

hi the illustrated embodiment, indicator 852 preferably presents a

variable bar code 854 which does not include a product designator. A separate bar code

bearing indicator 855, including, for example, a UPC code, may appear on each

packaged product 850 or alternatively, a product designation may be entered manually

when scanning bar code 854.

When bar code 854 is read, as by a conventional bar code reader 856,

used by a stock checker or by a conventional checkout scanner 858, it provides event



information but it does not provide product identification information to a product

management server 860. Product identification information may be entered by scanning

bar code bearing indicator 855 or manually.

As described hereinabove, with reference to Figs. 1 - 5C, the bar code

854 is preferably a variable bar code which, depending on the product, may provide bar

code readable indications of one or more event parameters, such as temperature and

elapsed time, and for each such parameter may indicate multiple levels. In the illustrated

example, the packaged product 850, as shown in a Product Description Table, is fresh

rib steak, and the variable bar code 854 may have multiple readable states

corresponding to multiple events, such as shown below in an Event Description Table.

In the illustrated embodiment of Fig. 7B, the variable bar code 854

includes a first readable state 0123, a second readable state 350123, a third readable

state 53350123, a fourth readable state 012312,. a fifth readable state 01231212 and a

sixth readable state 350123 12.

As seen in the illustrated embodiment, the product management server

860 maintains a database which preferably includes at least a product description table,

such as Table 1, and an event report table, such as Table 2.

Table 1



Upon receipt of inputs identifying a product in Table 1 and indicating an

event description in Table 2 corresponding to the same product, the product

management server 860 is operative to provide a product status table, such as Table 3,

typically including a product description bar code (P.D.B.C), an event bar code

(E.B.C.), a product description, a product status and a price, as follows:

Table 3

The product management server 860 provides both product status

information and price information from Table 3 to management as well as to points of

sale as appropriate.

It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the present

invention is not limited by what has been particularly shown and described hereinabove.

Rather the scope of the present invention includes both combinations and sub-

combinations of various feature of the invention and modifications thereof which may

occur to persons skilled in the art upon reading the foregoing description and which are

not in the prior art.



CLAIMS

1. A quality management system for products comprising:

a multiplicity of product unit specific indicators each operative to provide

a machine-readable indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one

product quality detenrήning parameter;

;' an indicator reader operative to read said product unit specific indicators

and to provide output indications; and :

a product type specific indication interpreter operative to receive said

output indications and to provide human sensible, product unit specific, product quality

status outputs.

2. A quality management system for products according to claim 1 and

wherein said machine-readable indications each comprise a variable bar code having a

first readable state including digital indicia and at least start and stop code indicia and at

least a second readable state wherein at least one of said start and stop code indicia

which appear in said first readable state form part of said digital indicia in said second

readable state.

3. A quality management system for products according to claim 2 and

wherein said machine-readable indications each comprise a variable bar code having at

least three readable states including a first readable state including digital indicia and at

least start and stop code indicia and at least a second readable state wherein at least one

of said start and stop code indicia which appear in said first readable state form part of

said digital indicia in said second readable state.

4. A quality management system for products according to claim 1 and

wherein said multiplicity of product unit specific indicators are each operative to

provide machine-readable indications of exceedence of at least two thresholds by at

least one product quality determining parameter.



5. A quality management system according to claim 1 and wherein said

indicator reader is a bar code reader.

6. A quality management system according to claim 1 and wherein said

5 machine-readable indications are in the form of bar codes.

7. A quality management system according to claim 6 and wherein said bar

codes are one-dimensional bar- codes. >
S

10 8. A quality management system according to claim 6 and wherein said bar

codes are two-dimensional bar codes.

9. A quality management system according to claim 1 and wherein said at

least one threshold includes at least a temperature threshold and an elapsed time

15 threshold.

10. A quality management system according to claim 1 and wherein said at

least one threshold includes at least a pH threshold.

20 11. A product unit specific indicator operative to provide a machine-readable

indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one product quality

determining parameter, said indicator comprising a variable bar code having a first

readable state including digital indicia and at least start and stop code indicia and at

least a second readable state wherein at least one of said start and stop code indicia

5 which appear in said first readable state form part of said digital indicia in said second

readable state.

12. A product unit specific indicator operative to provide a machine-readable

indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one product quality

0 determining parameter, said indicator comprising a variable bar code having a fixed bar

code portion and at least one selectably appearing bar code portion, both said fixed bar



code portion and said at least one selectably appearing bar code portion being readable

by a bar code reader.

13. A product unit specific indicator according to claim 12 and wherein said

at least one selectably appearing bar code portion appears alongside said fixed bar code

portion in response to exceedence of said at least one threshold.

14. A product unit specific indicator according to claim 12 and wherein said

at least one selectably appearing bar code portion disappears in response to exceedence

of said at least one threshold.

15. A product unit specific indicator operative to provide a machine-readable

indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least one product quality .

determining parameter, said indicator comprising a variable bar code having a fixed bar

code portion representing a first number of digits and at least one selectably appearing

bar code portion which appears alongside said fixed bar code portion, said at least one

selectably appearing bar code portion representing at least one additional digit.

16. A product unit specific indicator according to claim 15 and wherein said

at least one selectably appearing bar code portion appears alongside said fixed bar code

portion in response to exceedence of said at least one threshold.

17. A product unit specific indicator according to claim 15 and wherein said

at least one selectably appearing bar code portion disappears in response to exceedence

of said at least one threshold.

18. An event indicator operative to provide a machine-readable indication of

occurrence of at least one event, said indicator comprising a variable bar code having a

first readable state including digital indicia and at least start and stop code indicia and at

least a second readable state wherein at least one of said start and stop code indicia

which appear in said first readable state form part of said digital indicia in said second

readable state.



19. An event indicator operative to provide a machine-readable indication of

occurrence of at least one event, said indicator comprising a variable bar code having a

fixed bar code portion and at least one selectably appearing bar code portion, both said

fixed bar code portion and said at least one selectably appearing bar code portion being

readable by a bar code reader.

20. ) An event indicator operative to provide a machine-readable indication of

occurrence of at least one event, said indicator comprising a variable bar code having a

fixed bar code portion representing a first number of digits and at least one selectably

appearing bar code portion which appears alongside said fixed bar code portion, said at

least one selectably appearing bar code portion representing at least one additional digit.

21. A method for quality management for products comprising:

employing a multiplicity of product unit specific indicators each to

provide a machine-readable indication of exceedence of at least one threshold by at least

one product quality determining parameter;

reading said product unit specific indicators and providing output

indications therefrom; and

interpreting said output indications to provide human sensible, product

unit specific, product quality status outputs.

22. A method for providing a machine-readable indication of exceedence of

at least one threshold by at least one product quality determining parameter comprising

employing an indicator which provides a variable bar code having a first readable state

including digital indicia and at least start and stop code indicia and at least a second

readable state wherein at least one of said start and stop code indicia which appear in

said first readable state form part of said digital indicia in said second readable state.

23. A method for providing a machine-readable indication of exceedence of

at least one threshold by at least one product quality determining parameter comprising:



employing an indicator which provides a variable bar code having a fixed

bar code portion and at least one selectably appearing bar code portion; and .

reading both said fixed bar code portion and said at least one selectably

appearing bar code portion using a bar code reader.

24. A method for providing a machine-readable indication of exceedence of

at least one threshold by at least one product quality determining parameter comprising:

employing an indicator which provides a variable bar code having a fixed

bar code portion representing a first number of digits and at least one selectably

appearing bar code portion which appears alongside said fixed bar code portion, said at

least one selectably appearing bar code portion representing at least one additional digit.
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